Farmer Kev’s
Smart
Organics
investors
invest in
Lifetime
better
Shares
An opportunity to grow with us,
with healthy returns to you!

A socially responsible
investment
Millennials Seek Social
Investing
53% Think about Social Factors
when making Investment
Decisions
63% Utilize Socially Responsible
Investing
67% View Investing as a way to
express their values

Investment Areas:
1.

Greenhouses - Continual
construction will bring us
to year round production,
and better insure crops

2.

Infrastructure - As we
scale up, buildings,
irrigation, and
refrigeration must be
increased.

3.

Land Acquisition - As land
changes hands from one
generation to the next we
want to protect nearby
farmland.

An ethical
investment designed
to shape a better
future!

Also known as sustainable, socially conscious, “green” or ethical
investing.
Is any investment which seeks to consider both financial return
and social good to bring about a social change.

Lifetime Shares
how they work...

General Definition: Lifetime shares are equity, but in many ways
they are hybrid assets that lie between stock and bonds. Most similar
to preferred stock, which is a class of ownership in a company that
has a claim on its assets and earnings.
Lifetime shares: $2,500
Dividend: 10% credit within the farms offerings.
Duration: Lifetime
Lifetime Share dividend: $250 Credit received for each $2,500.00
share. Farm share dividends entitle a shareholder to $250 in credit to
be used for any items that the farm sells, including online store items
and bulk sales. Multiple Lifetime shares can be purchased.
Shares are held for minimum 3 years and up to a lifetime. Shares
never gain or lose value. There is a 3 month notification for
withdrawal.
After almost 10 years of farm shares, this is our most innovative
farm share yet! The most direct way to transfer capital investments
from investor to farm.
Cap for 2020 is 20 Shares and only offered privately.
See Disclosure for full details.

